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- Click Choose a file
-     Click Upload

Car will appear with 
identification below

Website Functionality 

Underlying Code

Carzam - A website application deployed on
heroku and served via a docker container. 
This website allows users to upload a photo
in either png or jpg format of a vehicle for 
identification. In the current iteration, we 
have the ability to identify over 100 different 
types of cars! 

snippet from recognizer.py - utilizes Yolov5 to obtain the location
of the car within the image provided. We set Yolo to detect cars 
and trucks and it will output the boundary box (coordinates) of 
where the car/truck is in the image. The result is then sent to a
cropping function which takes the coordinates and alters the 
image. This improves our accuracy because we are removing 
extraneous image information prior to comparing the image to
our saved weights and also prior to utilizing the image for training.

snippet from train.py - utilizes Pytorch to transform the images in the test and train 
directories, specifies that we’re utilizing the resnet34 model, then we change the last 
output layer to be linear based on the number of classes (different types of cars e.g. BMW
X3, Jeep Wrangler, etc.), specifies how the model should be optimized (utilizing the 
CrossEntropyLoss method), then we run the information through the train_model function 
which iteratively runs through all of the data we have collected (usually we set it to 20 
Epochs) to learn the information and weights and provide the loss, training accuracy, and 
test accuracy and once that is completed we save the weights to a saved_model.pt to be 
used in identification. 

snippet from identify.py - we load the saved weights file
that was created in train.py. Then we go through all the 
images in verify and compare that image to the inputted 
image, we find which class it matches by comparing it to 
the information in the carzam102.dat file and then return 
the results to be displayed on the webpage. 

snippet from app.py - this is what we use for the home 
page. We delete any old images from the server and 
deal with the image that is uploaded from the user. We 
save that image and perform the background code to 
determine the car class and render the results to the 
page (as shown in the Website Functionality section).

- The first load requires time for Heroku App to 
   spin up and load all the dependencies
- We recommend inputting images larger than 
   400x400 pixels for best results
- There is some wait time between uploading and 
   identification

AI Training Details
4,420 Images

102 Classes
of Car Types

~ 40.6 Images
per Class

4,143 Accepted
Images

175 Rejected
Images

AI Training Details
            cont.

Trained Model
         Size
      85.5 MB

Dataset Size
      2.1 GB

Time to Train AI
          8 min

Verified Accuracy
            85 %

AI Network Accuracy
               95 %

Quirks and Features

Training Model Layout


